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ABSTRACT

A device and method are proved for transferring a target
from a first location to a second location. The target is bound
to solid phase substrate to form a target bound solid phase
substrate. The device includes transfer surface for receiving
the target bound solid phase substrate thereon for transfer.
The transfer surface movable between a first position
wherein the transfer surface is aligned with the first location
and spaced therefrom by a distance and a second position
wherein the transfer surface is aligned with the second
location. An alignment structure aligns the transfer surface
with respect to the second location, with the transfer surface
in the second position. A force is movable between an
attraction position wherein the target bound solid phase
substrate are drawn toward the transfer surface and a discharge position wherein the target bound solid phase substrate are free of the force.
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METHOD FOR TRANSFERRING A TARGET
BETWEEN LOCATIONS

existing tubes, strip tubes, and well plates and that streamlines the process for transferring the DNA target from the
device disclosed in the Beebe et al., '133 publication (as well
as, similar type devices) to the various instruments currently
available for downstream analysis.
Therefore, it is a primary object and feature of the present
invention to provide a device and a method for transferring
a target between locations.
It is a further object and feature of the present invention
to provide a device and a method for transferring a target that
allows for the simple integration of a microfluidic device
with instruments, such as PCR machines, light cyders, mass
spectrometers, spectrophotomers, or thermocyclers, for
downstream analysis.
It is a still a further object and feature of the present
invention to provide a device and a method for transferring
a target between locations which is simple to use and
inexpensive to manufacture.
In accordance with the present invention, a device is
provided for transferring a target from a first location to a
second location. The target is bound to solid phase substrate
to form a target bound solid phase substrate. The device
includes a transfer surface having a first region for receiving
the target bound solid phase substrate thereon for transfer.
The transfer surface is movable between a first position
wherein the transfer surface is aligned with the first location
and spaced therefrom by a distance and a second position
wherein the transfer surface is aligned with the second
location. An aligmnent structure aligns the transfer surface
with respect to the second fluid with the transfer surface in
the second location. A force is movable between an attraction position wherein the target bound solid phase substrate
are drawn toward the first region of the transfer surface and
a discharge position wherein the target bound solid phase
substrate are freed of the force. The force may be magnetic.
It is contemplated for a first fluid to be received in a
sample container at the first location. The inner surface of
the sample container can be hydrophobic which causes the
first fluid in the sample container to have a non-concave
meniscus. Alternatively, an insert may be receivable in the
sample container along the inner surface thereof. The insert
causes the first fluid in the sample container to have a
non-concave meniscus. A second fluid may received in a
receptacle at the second location.
The alignment structure includes a plate. The transfer
surface extends along a first side of the plate and overlaps
the upper edge of the receptacle with the transfer surface in
the second position. In addition, the alignment structure may
include a wall depending from the transfer surface. The wall
may have an inner surface that defines the first region of the
transfer surface and an outer surface engageable with the
inner surface of the receptacle with the transfer surface in the
second position. The aligmnent structure may also include a
second wall depending from the transfer surface. The second
wall has an inner surface engageable with the outer surface
of the receptacle with the transfer surface in the second
position and an outer surface. Alternatively, an inner surface
of the wall depending from the transfer surface may be
engageable with the outer surface of the receptacle with the
transfer surface in the second position and an outer surface.
The first region of the transfer surface may include a pinning
element extending about the outer periphery thereof. The
pinning element retains transfer fluid in the first region of the
transfer surface. The plate includes an upper surface on a
second side thereof. The force is adjacent the upper surface
of the plate with the force in the attraction position.

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATION

5

This application is a division of U.S. application Ser. No.
14/154,695, filed Jan. 14, 2014, the entirety of which is
incorporated herein.
10

REFERENCE TO GOVERNMENT GRANT
This invention was made with govermnent support under
CA160344 awarded by the National Institutes of Health and
WSlXWH-09-1-0192 awarded by the ARMY/MRMC. The
govermnent has certain rights in the invention.
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FIELD OF THE INVENTION
The present invention relates generally to the transfer of
a target, such as an analyte, between locations, and in
particular, to a device and a method for transferring the
target from a first location, e.g. a drop, a test tube, a well of
a microfluidic device, a microwell of a conventional well
plate or the like, to a second location, e.g. a test tube, a well
of a microfluidic device, a microwell of a conventional well
plate or the like, to enable further downstream processing of
the target.

20

BACKGROUND AND SUMMARY OF THE
INVENTION

30

As is known, polymerase chain reaction (PCR) is a
biochemical technology wherein a specific region of a
Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) strand (the DNA target) is
amplified across several orders of magnitude to generate
copies of a particular DNA sequence. PCR has become a
common and indispensable technique used in medical and
biological research labs for a variety of applications. However, the methods of isolating/preparing samples of the DNA
target for PCR that are commonly in use are both time
consuming and tedious.
Recent technological developments have accelerated the
purification process. By way of example, Beebe et al.,
United States Patent Application Publication No. 2011/
0213133, incorporated by reference herein in its entirety,
discloses a device and a method for facilitating extraction of
a fraction such as a DNA target from a biological sample.
The biological sample includes non-desired material and a
fraction-bound solid phase substrate. The device includes an
input zone for receiving the biological sample therein and a
phase-gate zone for receiving an isolation buffer therein. An
output zone receives a reagent therein. A force is movable
between a first position adjacent the input zone and a second
position adjacent the output zone. The force urges the
fraction-bound solid phase substrate from the input zone,
through the phase-gate zone and into the output zone.
While functional for its intended purpose, the Beebe et al.,
'133 publication does not contemplate a specific structure
for integrating the device disclosed therein with instruments,
such as PCR machines, light cyders, or thermocyclers, for
downstream analysis. Current methods of integration
involve transferring the DNA target via pipetting to a tube,
strip tubes, or a well plate which is compatible with the
plethora of instruments available for downstream analysis
and processing. It can be appreciated that it would be highly
desirable to provide a device that directly integrates with
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In an alternate embodiment, the aligmnent structure may
include a plate and a transfer element depending a first side
thereof. The transfer element terminates at the transfer
surface and has an outer surface engageable with the inner
surface of the receptacle with the transfer surface in the
second position. In addition, the first side of the plate is
engageable with the upper edge of the receptacle with the
transfer surface in the second position.
An intermediate fluid may be disposed between the transfer surface and the first location. In such arrangement, the
target bound solid phase substrate passes through the intermediate fluid as the target bound solid phase substrate are
drawn from the first location to the first region of the transfer
surface.
In accordance with a further aspect of the present invention, a device is provided for transferring a target from a first
fluid at a first location to a second location. The target is
bound to solid phase substrate to form target bound solid
phase substrate. The device includes a means for forming a
non-concave meniscus with the first fluid. A transfer region
receives the target bound solid phase substrate for transfer.
The transfer region is movable between a first position
wherein the transfer region is aligned with the meniscus of
the first fluid and spaced therefrom and a second position
wherein the transfer region is aligned with the second
location. An aligmnent structure aligns the transfer region
with respect to the receptacle with the transfer region in the
second position. A force is movable between an attraction
position wherein the target bound solid phase substrate are
drawn toward the first region of the transfer surface and a
discharge position wherein the target bound solid phase
substrate are freed of the force.
The first fluid may be received in a sample container. The
forming means may include an inner surface of the sample
container being hydrophobic, thereby causing the first fluid
in the sample container to have the non-concave meniscus.
Alternatively, forming means may including an insert
receivable in the sample container along the inner surface
thereof. The insert causes the first fluid in the sample
container to have the non-concave meniscus.
An intermediate fluid may be disposed between the transfer region and the first fluid. The target bound solid phase
substrate passes through the intermediate fluid as the target
bound solid phase substrate are drawn from the first fluid to
the transfer region.
The alignment structure includes a plate and receptacle is
provide at the second location. The transfer region extends
along a first side of the plate and the plate overlaps the upper
edge of the receptacle with the transfer region in the second
position. The alignment structure may also include a wall
depending from the transfer first side of the plate. The wall
is engageable with the receptacle with the transfer region in
the second position. Transfer fluid may be provided at the
transfer region and a pinning element may extend about the
outer periphery of the transfer region. The pinning element
retains the transfer fluid in the transfer region.
In accordance with a further aspect of the present invention, a method is provided for transferring a target from a
first fluid at a first location to a second location. The target
is bound to solid phase substrate to form target bound solid
phase substrate. The method includes the steps of forming a
non-concave meniscus with the first fluid and drawing the
target bound solid phase substrate from the first fluid into a
transfer region of a transfer device. The transfer region is
aligned with the second fluid. The target bound solid phase
substrate is released and passes to the second location.

The step of forming the non-concave meniscus with the
first fluid may include the additional steps of depositing the
first fluid in a sample container and inserting an insert into
the sample container, the insert causing the first fluid in the
sample container to form the non-concave meniscus. Alternatively, the step of forming the non-concave meniscus with
the first fluid may include the additional step of depositing
the first fluid in a sample container having a hydrophobic
inner surface. The hydrophobic inner surface causes the first
fluid in the sample container to form the non-concave
meniscus. It is contemplated to position an intermediate
fluid between the first fluid and the transfer region, and pass
the target bound solid phase substrate through the intermediate fluid as the target bound solid phase substrate are
drawn from the first fluid to the transfer region.
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The drawings furnished herewith illustrate a preferred
construction of the present invention in which the above
aspects, advantages and features are clearly disclosed as well
as others which will be readily understood from the following description of the illustrated embodiments.
In the drawings:
FIG. 1 a schematic, cross-sectional view of a first portion
of a device in accordance with the present invention;
FIG. 2 an exploded, schematic, cross-sectional view of a
second portion of the device of the present invention;
FIG. 3 is a schematic, cross-sectional view of the second
portion of the device of the present invention;
FIG. 4 a schematic, cross-sectional view of a first portion
of a first alternate embodiment of a device in accordance
with the present invention;
FIG. 5 an exploded, schematic, cross-sectional view of a
second portion of the device of FIG. 4;
FIG. 6 is a schematic, cross-sectional view of the second
portion of the device of FIG. 4;
FIG. 7 a schematic, cross-sectional view of a first portion
of a second alternate embodiment of a device in accordance
with the present invention;
FIG. 8 an exploded, schematic, cross-sectional view of a
second portion of the device of FIG. 7;
FIG. 9 is a schematic, cross-sectional view of the second
portion of the device of FIG. 7;
FIG. 10 a schematic, cross-sectional view of a first portion
of a third alternate embodiment of a device in accordance
with the present invention;
FIG. 11 an exploded, schematic, cross-sectional view of a
second portion of the device of FIG. 10;
FIG. 12 is a schematic, cross-sectional view of the second
portion of the device of FIG. 10;
FIG. 13 a schematic, cross-sectional view of a first portion
of a fourth alternate embodiment of a device in accordance
with the present invention;
FIG. 14 an exploded, schematic, cross-sectional view of
a second portion of the device of FIG. 13;
FIG. 15 is a schematic, cross-sectional view of the second
portion of the device of FIG. 13;
FIG. 16 a schematic, cross-sectional view of a first portion
of a fifth alternate embodiment of a device in accordance
with the present invention;
FIG. 17 an exploded, schematic, cross-sectional view of
a second portion of the device of FIG. 16;
FIG. 18 is a schematic, cross-sectional view of the second
portion of the device of FIG. 16;
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FIG. 19 is a schematic, cross-sectional view of a first
embodiment of a sample container for use in conjunction
with the device of the present invention;
FIG. 20 is a schematic, cross-sectional view of a second
embodiment of a sample container for use in conjunction
with the device of the present invention;
FIG. 21 is a schematic, cross-sectional view of a third
embodiment of a sample container for use in conjunction
with the device of the present invention;
FIG. 22a is an exploded, schematic, cross-sectional view
of a first embodiment of an adaptor receivable within the
sample container of FIG. 19;
FIG. 22b is a schematic, cross-sectional view of the first
embodiment of the adaptor of FIG. 22a received within the
sample container of FIG. 19;
FIG. 23a is an exploded, schematic, cross-sectional view
of a second embodiment of an adaptor receivable within the
sample container of FIG. 19;
FIG. 23b is a schematic, cross-sectional view of the
second embodiment of the adaptor of FIG. 23a received
within the sample container of FIG. 19;
FIG. 24 is a schematic, cross-sectional view of a third
embodiment of the adaptor received within the sample
container of FIG. 19;
FIG. 25a is a schematic, cross-sectional view of a fourth
embodiment of the adaptor received within the sample
container of FIG. 19;
FIG. 25b is an enlarged, schematic, cross-sectional view
showing a portion of the adaptor of FIG. 25a;
FIG. 26 is a top plan view of an intermediate fluid layer
for use with the device of the present invention;
FIG. 27 is a cross-section view the intermediate fluid layer
of FIG. 26 with the fluid therein in a first configuration;
FIG. 28 is a cross-section view the intermediate fluid layer
of FIG. 26 with the fluid therein in a second configuration;
FIG. 29a is a schematic, cross-sectional view of a fourth
embodiment of a sample container for use in conjunction
with the device of the present invention;
FIG. 29b is a schematic, cross-sectional view of the fourth
embodiment of the sample container of FIG. 29a in operation;
FIG. 30a an exploded, schematic, cross-sectional view of
a fifth embodiment of a sample container for use in conjunction with the device of the present invention; and
FIG. 30b is a schematic, cross-sectional view of the fifth
embodiment of a sample container in operation.

lower plate 14 outside of first region 20 defines hydrophobic
region 32 of upper surface 16 of lower plate 14.
Device 10 further includes transfer mechanism 38. Transfer mechanism 38 includes upper plate 40 having upper and
lower surfaces 42 and 44, respectively. Except as hereinafter
described, lower surface 44 of upper plate 40 is hydrophobic. Lower surface 44 of upper plate 40 includes first region
46 defined by generally cylindrical sidewall 48 depending
from lower surface 44 of upper plate 40 such that first region
46 has a generally circular configuration. As described, inner
surface 50 of cylindrical sidewall 48 defines retention well
52, for reasons hereinafter described. It can be appreciated
that other configurations of first region 46, cylindrical sidewall 48 and retention well 52 are contemplated as being
within the scope of the present invention. By way of
example, first region 46 may retain a selected fluid thereon
and within retention well 52, as hereinafter described. As
such, it is contemplated for first region 46 to be hydrophilic.
It is further contemplated for inner surface 50 to be hydrophilic so as to facilitate the retention of the selected fluid in
retention well 52.
It is intended to utilize device 10 to transfer a targeted
fraction, such as an analyte, DNA, RNA, proteins, small
molecules, nucleic acids, whole cells and/or the like, from a
first fluid to a second fluid provided for in receptacle 58,
such as a test tube or an individual well of a well plate.
Referring to FIG. 2, receptacle 58 includes a first closed end
60 and second open end 62. Inner surface 64 of receptacle
58 defines chamber 66 for receiving second fluid 69 therein.
Receptacle 58 is further defined by outer surface 68 and by
upper edge 70, which extends between inner and outer
surfaces 64 and 68, respectively, and which defines opening
72 in open end 62. Opening 72 allows for fluid communication with the interior of chamber 66 of receptacle 58.
In order to prepare the first fluid for extraction of the
targeted fraction, an appropriate reagent is added to the first
fluid and mixed such that the targeted fraction binds to a
solid phase substrate in the reagent to form target bound
solid phase substrate 54. It is contemplated for the solid
phase substrate to be attracted to a corresponding force. For
example, the solid phase substrate may be a paramagnetic
material attracted to a corresponding magnetic field. Other
non-magnetic mechanisms such as gravity, optical force,
ultrasonic actuation or the like are contemplated as being
within the scope of the present invention.
Once mixed with the reagent, drop 56 of the first fluid is
deposited on first region 20 of lower plate 14, in any
conventional matter such as by a micropipette or like. In
order to facilitate the transfer of target bound solid phase
substrate 54 from drop 56 to transfer mechanism 38, as
hereinafter described, it is necessary for drop 56 to have a
non-concave-shaped meniscus such that target bound solid
phase substrate 54 cluster at the center or the apex of drop
56. By way of example, it is noted that drop 56 has a
generally concave meniscus. Thereafter, transfer mechanism
38 is positioned such that retention well 52 is axially aligned
with first region 20 of lower plate 14, and hence, with drop
56. Lower surface 44 of upper plate 40 may be spaced from
drop 56 by air gap 78 or in engagement with air gap 78
without deviating from the scope of the present intention. A
single magnet 76 is positioned adjacent upper surface 42 of
upper plate 40. It is contemplated for magnet 76 to be axially
movable between a first position wherein magnet 76 is
adjacent to upper surface 42 of upper plate 40 and a second
position wherein magnet 76 is axially spaced from upper
surface 42 of upper plate 40, for reasons hereinafter
described. With magnet 76 in the first position, as heretofore
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Referring to FIGS. 1-3, a first embodiment device for
transferring a targeted fraction, such as an analyte or the like,
from a first location, such as a first fluid or a first surface to
a second location such as a second fluid or a second surface
in accordance with the present invention is generally designated by the reference numeral 10. In the depicted embodiment, device 10 includes lower plate 14 having upper and
lower surfaces 16 and 18, respectively. Except as hereinafter
described, upper surface 16 of lower plate 14 is hydrophobic. Upper surface 16 of lower plate 14 includes first region
20 defined by edge 22 such that first region 20 has a
generally circular configuration. However, other configurations are contemplated as being within the scope of the
present invention. It is intended for first region 20 to retain
a selected first fluid thereon, as hereinafter described. As
such, it is contemplated for first region 20 to be hydrophilic.
Further, it is noted that the portion of upper surface 16 of
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described, magnet 76 magnetically attracts target bound
solid phase substrate 54 in drop 56 and draws target bound
solid phase substrate 54 toward first region 46 of transfer
mechanism 38. More specifically, the magnetic force generated by magnet 76 draws target bound solid phase substrate 54 from drop 56 through air gap 78 to first region 46.
Any undesired (or unbound) material in drop 56 is retained
therein by surface tension.
Once target bound solid phase substrate 54 is captured by
transfer mechanism 38, it is contemplated that the hydrophilic nature of first region 46 of lower surface 44 of upper
plate 40 of transfer mechanism 38 retain target bound solid
phase substrate 54 thereon without the need for the magnetic
force of magnet 76. As such, magnet 76 may be moved to the
second position as transfer mechanism 38 is moved into a
mating relationship with receptacle 58, FIG. 3. Alternatively,
magnet 76 and transfer mechanism 38 may be moved in
unison to retain target bound solid phase substrate 54 on first
region 46 of lower surface 44 of upper plate 40 of transfer
mechanism 38 to receptacle 58. Further, it is noted that
cylindrical sidewall 48 acts to adequately space target bound
solid phase substrate 54 from inner surface 64 of receptacle
58 to prevent smearing, leaking or other loss at the interface
thereof.
Transfer mechanism 38 is moved to a position wherein
retention well 52 thereof is axially aligned with opening 72
in open end 62 of receptacle 58, FIG. 2. Transfer mechanism
38 is then urged by a user into open end 62 of receptacle 58
such that outer surface 80 of cylindrical sidewall 48 of
transfer mechanism 38 engages inner surface 64 of receptacle 58 in a mating relationship and such that portion 82 of
lower surface 44 of upper plate 40 of transfer mechanism 38
which extends radially outwardly of cylindrical sidewall 48
engages upper edge 70 of receptacle 58 so as to isolate the
interior of chamber 66 of receptacle 58 from the external
environment, FIG. 3. It can be appreciated that cylindrical
wall 48 acts to align transfer mechanism 38 with respect to
opening 72 in open end 62 of receptacle 58.
If present, magnet 76 may be moved to the second
position prior to or after transfer mechanism 38 is interconnected to receptacle 58, as heretofore described. With magnet 76 in the second position, magnet 76 no longer magnetically attracts target bound solid phase substrate 54,
thereby allowing target bound solid phase substrate 54 to
disengage from first region 46 of transfer mechanism 38. As
a result, target bound solid phase substrate 54 is free to
disengage from first region 46 of transfer mechanism 38 and
fall into the second fluid provided in chamber 66 of receptacle 58. To facilitate disengagement of target bound solid
phase substrate 54 from first region 46 of transfer mechanism 38, it is contemplated to flick, centrifuge or magnetically attract target bound solid phase substrate 54 into
receptacle 58 in order to deposit target bound solid phase
substrate 54 within second fluid 69 in chamber 66 of
receptacle 58.
Referring to FIGS. 4-6, it is contemplated to fill retention
well 52 with selected fluid 86, e.g. a fluid intended to wash
target bound solid phase substrate 54 prior to deposit in the
second fluid in chamber 66 of receptacle 58. More specifically, transfer mechanism 38 is positioned such that retention well 52 is axially aligned with first region 20 of lower
plate 14, and hence, with drop 56. Fluid 86 may be spaced
from drop 56 by air gap 78 or in engagement with air gap 78
without deviating from the scope of the present intention.
Magnet 76 is moved to the first position such that magnet 76
is positioned adjacent upper surface 42 of upper plate 40 so
as to magnetically attract target bound solid phase substrate

54 in drop 56. The magnetic force generated by magnet 78
draws target bound solid phase substrate 54 from drop 56
through air gap 78 into selected fluid 86 in retention well 52.
Once again, any undesired (or unbound) material in drop 56
is retained therein by surface tension.
Once target bound solid phase substrate 54 is captured by
transfer mechanism 38, it is contemplated that the geometric
and/or the hydrophilic natures of first region 46 of lower
surface 44 of upper plate 40 of transfer mechanism 38 and
inner surface 50 of cylindrical wall 48, coupled with the
surface tension of selected fluid 86 in retention well 52, act
to retain target bound solid phase substrate 54 within retention well 52 without the need for the magnetic force of
magnet 76. As such, magnet 76 may be moved to the second
position as transfer mechanism 38 is moved into a mating
relationship with receptacle 58, as heretofore described.
With magnet 76 in the second position, magnet 76 no
longer magnetically acts on target bound solid phase substrate 54, thereby allowing target bound solid phase substrate 54 to disengage from retention well 52 of transfer
mechanism 38 and be transferred into chamber 66 of receptacle 58. To facilitate disengagement of target bound solid
phase substrate 54 from retention well 52 of transfer mechanism 38, it is contemplated to flick centrifuge, or magnetically attract target bound solid phase substrate 54 into
receptacle 58, thereby urging target bound solid phase
substrate 54 (and selected fluid 86) into second fluid 69 in
chamber 66 of receptacle 58.
Referring to FIGS. 7-9, an alternate transfer mechanism
for use in connection with device 10 is generally designated
by the reference numeral 90. Transfer mechanism 90
includes upper plate 92 having upper and lower surfaces 94
and 96, respectively. Cylinder 98 depends from lower surface 96 of upper plate 92 and terminates at an end surface
100 which lies in a plane generally parallel to lower surface
96. End surface 100 may hydrophilic and is adapted for
receiving target bound solid phase substrate 54 thereon.
In operation, transfer mechanism 90 is positioned such
that cylinder 98, and hence end surface 100, is axially
aligned with first region 20 of lower plate 14, and hence,
with drop 56. End surface 100 of cylinder 98 may be spaced
from drop 56 by air gap 78 or in engagement with air gap 78
without deviating from the scope of the present intention.
Magnet 76 is positioned adjacent upper surface 94 of upper
plate 92. It is contemplated for magnet 76 to be axially
movable between a first position wherein magnet 76 is
adjacent to upper surface 94 of upper plate 92 and a second
position wherein magnet 76 is axially spaced from upper
surface 94 of upper plate 92, for reasons hereinafter
described. With magnet 76 in the first position, as heretofore
described, magnet 76 magnetically attracts target bound
solid phase substrate 54 in drop 56 and draws target bound
solid phase substrate 54 toward end surface 100 of transfer
mechanism 90. More specifically, the magnetic force generated by magnet 76 draws target bound solid phase substrate 54 from drop 56 through air gap 78 to end surface 100.
Any undesired (or unbound) material in drop 56 is retained
therein by surface tension.
Once target bound solid phase substrate 54 is captured by
transfer mechanism 90, it is contemplated that the geometric
and/or the hydrophilic nature of end surface 100 of cylinder
98 of transfer mechanism 90 retain target bound solid phase
substrate 54 thereon without the need for the magnetic force
of magnet 76. As such, magnet 76 may be moved to the
second position as transfer mechanism 90 is moved into a
mating relationship with receptacle 58. Alternatively, magnet 76 and transfer mechanism 90 may be moved in unison
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to retain target bound solid phase substrate 54 on end surface
100 of transfer mechanism 90 as transfer mechanism 90 is
moved to receptacle 58.
Transfer mechanism 90 is moved to a position wherein
cylinder 98 thereof is axially aligned with opening 72 in
open end 62 of receptacle 58, FIG. 8. Transfer mechanism
90 is then urged by a user into open end 62 of receptacle 58
such that outer surface 102 of cylinder 98 of transfer
mechanism 90 engages inner surface 64 of receptacle 58 in
a mating relationship and such that portion 104 of lower
surface 96 of upper plate 92 of transfer mechanism 90 which
extends radially outwardly of cylinder 98 engages upper
edge 70 of receptacle 58 so as to isolate the interior of
chamber 66 of receptacle 58 from the external environment,
FIG. 9. It can be appreciated that cylinder 98 acts to align
transfer mechanism 90 with respect to opening 72 in open
end 62 of receptacle 58.
If present, magnet 76 may be moved to the second
position prior to or after transfer mechanism 90 is interconnected to receptacle 58, as heretofore described. With magnet 76 in the second position, magnet 76 no longer magnetically attracts target bound solid phase substrate 54,
thereby allowing target bound solid phase substrate 54 to
disengage from end surface 100 of transfer mechanism 90.
As a result, target bound solid phase substrate 54 is free to
disengage from end surface 100 of transfer mechanism 90
and fall into second fluid 69 provided in chamber 66 of
receptacle 58. To facilitate disengagement of target bound
solid phase substrate 54 from end surface 100 of transfer
mechanism 90, it is contemplated to flick or centrifuge
receptacle 58, thereby depositing target bound solid phase
substrate 54 within second fluid 69 in chamber 66 of
receptacle 58.
Referring to FIGS. 10-12, an alternate transfer mechanism
for use in connection with device 10 is generally designated
by the reference numeral 110. Transfer mechanism 110
includes upper plate 112 having upper and lower surfaces
114 and 116, respectively. Cylinder 118 depends from lower
surface 116 of upper plate 112 and terminates at an end
surface 120 which lies in a plane generally parallel to lower
surface 116. End surface 120 is hydrophilic and is adapted
for receiving target bound solid phase substrate 54 thereon.
Transfer mechanism 110 further generally cylindrical sidewall 122 depending from lower surface 116 of upper plate
112. Sidewall 122 includes inner surface 126 which is
radially spaced from outer surface 124 of cylinder 118 by a
distance generally equal to the radial thickness of upper edge
70 of receptacle 58. Inner surface 126 of sidewall 122 and
outer surface 124 of cylinder 118 define a cavity 128 for
receiving open end 62 of receptacle 58, as hereinafter
described.
In operation, transfer mechanism 110 is positioned such
that cylinder 118, and hence end surface 120, is axially
aligned with region 20 of lower plate 14, and hence, with
drop 56. End surface 120 of cylinder 118 may be spaced
from drop 56 by air gap 78 or in engagement with air gap 78
without deviating from the scope of the present intention.
Magnet 76 is positioned adjacent upper surface 114 of upper
plate 112. It is contemplated for magnet 76 to be axially
movable between a first position wherein magnet 76 is
adjacent to upper surface 114 of upper plate 112 and a
second position wherein magnet 76 is axially spaced from
upper surface 114 of upper plate 112, for reasons hereinafter
described. With magnet 76 in the first position, as heretofore
described, magnet 76 magnetically attracts target bound
solid phase substrate 54 in drop 56 and draws target bound
solid phase substrate 54 toward end surface 120 of transfer

mechanism 110. More specifically, the magnetic force generated by magnet 76 draws target bound solid phase substrate 54 from drop 56 through air gap 78 to end surface 120.
Any undesired (or unbound) material in drop 56 is retained
therein by surface tension.
Once target bound solid phase substrate 54 is captured by
transfer mechanism 110, it is contemplated that the geometric and/or the hydrophilic nature of end surface 120 of
cylinder 118 of transfer mechanism 110 retain target bound
solid phase substrate 54 thereon without the need for the
magnetic force of magnet 76. As such, magnet 76 may be
moved to the second position as transfer mechanism 110 is
moved into a mating relationship with receptacle 58. Alternatively, magnet 76 and transfer mechanism 110 may be
moved in unison to retain target bound solid phase substrate
54 on end surface 120 of transfer mechanism 110 as transfer
mechanism 110 is moved to receptacle 58.
Transfer mechanism 110 is moved to a position wherein
cylinder 118 thereof is axially aligned with opening 72 in
open end 62 of receptacle 58, FIG. 11. Transfer mechanism
110 is then urged by a user toward open end 62 ofreceptacle
58 such that outer surface 124 of cylinder 118 of transfer
mechanism 110 engages inner surface 64 ofreceptacle 58 in
a mating relationship and such that open end 62 of receptacle
58 is received in cavity 128, FIG. 12. In addition, with open
end 62 of receptacle 58 received in cavity 128, outer surface
68 of receptacle 58 engages inner surface 126 of sidewall
122 and portion 130 of lower surface 116 of upper plate 112
of transfer mechanism 110 which extends between outer
surface 124 of cylinder 118 and inner surface 126 of sidewall
122 engages upper edge 70 of receptacle 58. As described,
transfer mechanism 110 interconnected to receptacle 58, the
interior of chamber 66 of receptacle 58 is isolated from the
external environment. It can be appreciated that cylinder 118
and sidewall 122 act to align transfer mechanism 110 with
respect to opening 72 in open end 62 of receptacle 58.
If present, magnet 76 may be moved to the second
position prior to or after transfer mechanism 110 is interconnected to receptacle 58, as heretofore described. With
magnet 76 in the second position, magnet 76 no longer
magnetically attracts target bound solid phase substrate 54,
thereby allowing target bound solid phase substrate 54 to
disengage from end surface 120 of transfer mechanism 110
fall into the second fluid provided in chamber 66 of receptacle 58. To facilitate disengagement of target bound solid
phase substrate 54 from end surface 120 of transfer mechanism 110, it is contemplated to flick or centrifuge receptacle
58, thereby depositing target bound solid phase substrate 54
within second fluid 69 in chamber 66 of receptacle 58.
Referring to FIGS. 13-16, a still further embodiment of a
transfer mechanism for use with device 10 is generally
designated by the reference number 140. Transfer mechanism 140 includes upper plate 142 having upper and lower
surfaces 144 and 146, respectively. Except as hereinafter
described, lower surface 146 of upper plate 142 is hydrophobic. Lower surface 146 of upper plate 142 includes first
region 148 defined by generally cylindrical inner sidewall
150 depending from lower surface 146 of upper plate 142
such that first region 148 has a generally circular configuration. As described, inner surface 152 of cylindrical inner
sidewall 150 defines retention well 154, for reasons hereinafter described. It can be appreciated that other configurations of first region 148, cylindrical inner sidewall 150 and
retention well 154 are contemplated as being within the
scope of the present invention. It is intended for a selected
fluid to retained on first region 148 and within retention well
154, as hereinafter described. As such, it is contemplated for
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first region 148 to be hydrophilic. It is further contemplated
for inner surface 152 to be hydrophilic so as to facilitate the
retention of the selected fluid in retention well 154.
Transfer mechanism 140 further includes generally cylindrical outer sidewall 156 depending from lower surface 146
of upper plate 142. Outer sidewall 156 includes inner surface
158 which is radially spaced from outer surface 160 of inner
sidewall 150 by a distance generally equal to the radial
thickness of upper edge 70 of receptacle 58. Inner surface
158 of outer sidewall 156 and outer surface 160 of inner
sidewall 150 define a cavity 162 for receiving open end 62
of receptacle 58, as hereinafter described.
In operation, retention well 154 of transfer mechanism
140 with selected fluid 86, e.g. a fluid intended to wash
target bound solid phase substrate 54 prior to deposit in the
second fluid in chamber 66 of receptacle 58. More specifically, transfer mechanism 140 is positioned such that retention well 154 is axially aligned with first region 20 of lower
plate 14, and hence, with drop 56. Fluid 86 may be spaced
from drop 56 by air gap 78 or in engagement with air gap 78
without deviating from the scope of the present intention.
Magnet 76 is moved to the first position such that magnet 76
is positioned adjacent upper surface 144 of upper plate 142
so as to magnetically attract target bound solid phase substrate 54 in drop 56. The magnetic force generated by
magnet 76 draws target bound solid phase substrate 54 from
drop 56 through air gap 78 into selected fluid 86 in retention
well 154. Once again, any undesired (or unbound) material
in drop 56 is retained therein by surface tension.
Once target bound solid phase substrate 54 is captured by
transfer mechanism 140, it is contemplated that the hydrophilic natures of first region 148 of lower surface 146 of
upper plate 142 of transfer mechanism 140 and inner surface
152 of inner sidewall 150, coupled with the surface tension
of selected fluid 86 in retention well 154, act to retain target
bound solid phase substrate 54 within retention well 154
without the need for the magnetic force of magnet 76. As
such, magnet 76 may be moved to the second position as
transfer mechanism 140 is moved into a mating relationship
with receptacle 58, as hereinafter described.
Transfer mechanism 140 is moved to a position wherein
retention well 154 thereof is axially aligned with opening 72
in open end 62 of receptacle 58, FIG. 14. Transfer mechanism 140 is then urged by a user into open end 62 of
receptacle 58 such that outer surface 160 of inner sidewall
150 of transfer mechanism 140 engages inner surface 64 of
receptacle 58 in a mating relationship and such that open end
62 ofreceptacle 58 is received in cavity 162, FIG. 15. More
specifically, with open end 62 of receptacle 58 is received in
cavity 162, outer surface 68 of receptacle 58 engages inner
surface 158 of outer sidewall 156 and portion 164 of lower
surface 146 of upper plate 142 of transfer mechanism 140
which extends between outer surface 160 of inner sidewall
150 and inner surface 158 of outer sidewall 156 engages
upper edge 70 of receptacle 58. As described, with transfer
mechanism 140 interconnected to receptacle 58, the interior
of chamber 66 of receptacle 58 is isolated from the external
environment. It can be appreciated that inner and outer
sidewalls 150 and 156, respectively, of transfer mechanism
140 act to align transfer mechanism 110 with respect to
opening 72 in open end 62 of receptacle 58.
With magnet 76 in the second position, magnet 76 no
longer magnetically acts on target bound solid phase substrate 54, thereby allowing target bound solid phase substrate 54 to disengage from retention well 154 of transfer
mechanism 140 and be transferred into chamber 66 of
receptacle 58. To facilitate disengagement of target bound

solid phase substrate 54 from retention well 154 of transfer
mechanism 140, it is contemplated to flick or centrifuge
receptacle 58, thereby urging target bound solid phase
substrate 54 (and selected fluid 86) into second fluid 69 in
chamber 66 of receptacle 58.
Referring to FIGS. 16-18, a still further embodiment of a
transfer mechanism for use with device 10 is generally
designated by the reference number 170. Transfer mechanism 170 includes upper plate 172 having upper and lower
surfaces 174 and 176, respectively. Except as hereinafter
described, lower surface 176 of upper plate 172 is hydrophobic. Lower surface 176 of upper plate 172 includes first
region 178 defined by generally circular pinning member
180 extending about the outer periphery thereof and depending from lower surface 176 of upper plate 172 such that first
region 178 has a generally circular configuration. As
described, inner edge 182 of pinning member 180 is adapted
to receive second drop 184 of selected fluid, for reasons
hereinafter described. It can be appreciated that other configurations of first region 178 and pinning member 180 are
contemplated as being within the scope of the present
invention. It is contemplated for first region 178 to be
hydrophilic so as to facilitate retention of the selected fluid
thereon.
Transfer mechanism 170 further includes generally cylindrical outer sidewall 186 depending from lower surface 176
of upper plate 172. Outer sidewall 186 includes inner surface
188 which is radially spaced from outer edge 190 of pinning
member 180 by a distance generally equal to the radial
thickness of upper edge 70 of receptacle 58. Inner surface
188 of outer sidewall 186 and outer edge 190 of pinning
member 180 define a cavity 192 for receiving open end 62
of receptacle 58, as hereinafter described.
In operation, drop 184 of selected fluid, e.g. a fluid
intended to wash target bound solid phase substrate 54 prior
to deposit into receptacle 58, is deposited on first region 178
and pinned thereon by inner edge 182 of pinning member
180. Transfer mechanism 170 is positioned such that drop
184 is axially aligned with first region 20 oflower plate 14,
and hence, with drop 56. Second drop 184 may be spaced
from drop 56 by air gap 78 or in engagement with air gap 78
with deviating from the scope of the present intention.
Magnet 76 is moved to the first position such that magnet 76
is positioned adjacent upper surface 174 of upper plate 172
so as to magnetically attract target bound solid phase substrate 54 in drop 56. The magnetic force generated by
magnet 76 draws target bound solid phase substrate 54 from
drop 56 through air gap 78 into drop 184 of the selected
fluid. Once again, any undesired (or unbound) material in
drop 56 is retained therein by surface tension.
Once target bound solid phase substrate 54 is captured by
transfer mechanism 170, it is contemplated that the hydrophilic natures of first region 178 of lower surface 176 of
upper plate 172 of transfer mechanism 170 and inner edge
182 of pinning member 180, coupled with the surface
tension of selected drop 184, act to retain target bound solid
phase substrate 54 within drop 184 without the need for the
magnetic force of magnet 76. As such, magnet 76 may be
moved to the second position as transfer mechanism 170 is
moved into a mating relationship with receptacle 58, as
hereinafter described.
Transfer mechanism 170 is moved to a position wherein
drop 184 is axially aligned with opening 72 in open end 62
of receptacle 58, FIG. 17. Transfer mechanism 170 is then
urged by a user into open end 62 of receptacle 58 such that
outer edge 190 of pinning member 180 of transfer mechanism 170 engages inner surface 64 of receptacle 58 in a
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mating relationship and such that open end 62 of receptacle
58 is received in cavity 192, FIG. 18. More specifically, with
open end 62 of receptacle 58 is received in cavity 192, outer
surface 68 of receptacle 58 engages inner surface 188 of
outer sidewall 186 and portion 194 of lower surface 176 of
upper plate 172 of transfer mechanism 170 which extends
between outer edge 190 of pinning member 180 and inner
surface 188 of outer sidewall 186 engages upper edge 70 of
receptacle 58. As described, with transfer mechanism 170
interconnected to receptacle 58, the interior of chamber 66
of receptacle 58 is isolated from the external environment.
It can be appreciated that pinning member 180 and outer
sidewall 186 of transfer mechanism 170 act to align transfer
mechanism 170 with respect to opening 72 in open end 62
of receptacle 58.
With magnet 76 in the second position, magnet 76 no
longer magnetically acts on target bound solid phase substrate 54, thereby allowing target bound solid phase substrate 54 and drop 184 to be transferred into chamber 66 of
receptacle 58. To facilitate disengagement of target bound
solid phase substrate 54 and drop 184 from transfer mechanism 170, it is contemplated to flick or centrifuge receptacle
58, thereby urging target bound solid phase substrate 54 and
drop 184 into second fluid 69 in chamber 66 of receptacle
58.
As heretofore described, in order to effectuate the transfer
of target bound solid phase substrate 54 from a first fluid to
a second fluid with the various transfer mechanisms heretofore described, it is necessary for the first fluid containing
the target bound solid phase substrate 54 to have a nonconcave-shaped meniscus (e.g. drop 56) such that target
bound solid phase substrate 54 cluster at the apex of fluid
prior to being magnetically drawn from the first fluid to the
corresponding transfer mechanisms heretofore described.
However, it can be appreciated that the first fluid received in
sample container 202 (e.g. a test tube or a well of a
microfluidic device or a well plate) will have a concave or
flat upper surface 203, FIG. 19. Hence, in order to effectuate
the methodology heretofore described, it is necessary to alter
the shape of the upper surface of the first fluid in the sample
container to have a non-concave-shaped meniscus similar to
drop 56. In order to alter the shape of the upper surface of
the first fluid in sample container 202, various alternatives
are possible. By way of example, by overfilling the first fluid
in sample container 202, the upper surface of the first fluid
will have a non-concave-shaped meniscus. Alternatively, it
is contemplated for inner surface 234 of sample container
202 to by hydrophobic, FIG. 20. By providing a hydrophobic inner surface 234, the first fluid provided in sample
container 202 will have a non-concave-shaped meniscus.
Referring to FIGS. 29a-29b, in circumstances wherein
first fluid 238 received in sample container 202 has a
concave upper surface 203, it is contemplated to deposit an
immiscible fluid 207 on upper surface 203 of first fluid 238.
As a result, the interfacial energy between first fluid 238 and
immiscible fluid 207 causes a reversal in the shape of first
fluid 238 such that the upper surface 203 of first fluid 238 is
convex.
Referring to FIGS. 30a-30b, an alternate embodiment of
a sample container is generally designated by the reference
numeral 209. Sample container 209 includes a lower open
end 211 and an upper open end 213. Lower open end 211 of
sample container 209 is closed by a flexible membrane 215.
Cylindrical inner surface 217 of sample container 209
defines chamber 219 for receiving first fluid 238 therein.
Sample container 209 is further defined by outer surface 239
and by upper edge 221, which extends between inner and

outer surfaces 217 and 239, respectively, and which defines
opening 223 in open end 213. Opening 223 allows for fluid
communication between the interior of chamber 219 of
sample container 209 and the various transfer mechanisms
heretofore described.
Actuation element 225 includes lower plate 227 having
upper and lower surfaces 229 and 231, respectively. Cylinder 233 extends upwardly from upper surface 229 of lower
plate 227 and terminates at an end surface 235 which lies in
a plane generally parallel to upper surface 229. End surface
235 is adapted for engaging flexible membrane 215, as
hereinafter described.
In operation, chamber 219 in sample container 209 is
filled with first fluid 238 such that first fluid 238 has a
concave upper surface 203. Actuation element 225 is aligned
with lower open end 211 of sample container 209 and urged
upwardly, FIG. 30b, such that end surface 235 of cylinder
233 engages flexible member 215 and such the outer peripheral portion of upper surface 229 of actuation element 225
overlaps lower open end 211 of sample container 209. End
surface 235 of cylinder 233 urges flexible member 215 into
chamber 219 of sample container 209 so as to cause a
reversal in the shape of first fluid 238 such that the upper
surface 203 of first fluid 238 is convex.
Referring to FIG. 21, a further alternate sample container,
generally designated by the reference number 204, may be
used to provide the first fluid contained therein with a
non-concave-shaped meniscus. Sample container 204
includes a first closed end 206 and second open end 208.
Inner surface 210 of sample container 204 defines chamber
212 for receiving first fluid 214 therein. Sample container
204 is further defined by outer surface 216 and by upper
edge 218, which extends between inner and outer surfaces
210 and 216, respectively, and which defines opening 220 in
open end 208. Opening 220 allows for fluid communication
between the interior of chamber 212 of sample container 204
and the various transfer mechanism heretofore described. In
order to generate a non-concave-shaped meniscus from first
fluid 214 in chamber 212 of sample container 204, inner
surface 210 is provided with a generally cylindrical lower
portion 222 and a beveled portion 224 extending between
lower portion 222 of inner surface 210 and upper edge 218
of sample container 204. It is understood that beveled
portion 224 enables first fluid 214 to have a non-concaveshaped meniscus and, as depicted by dotted lines 226 and
228, and to maintain the non-concave-shaped meniscus
regardless of volume of first fluid 214 in beveled portion 224
partially defining chamber 212 in sample container 204.
If is further contemplated to provide an adaptor within
sample container 202 which fabricates a non-concaveshaped meniscus from the first fluid provided therein. Referring back to FIG. 19, in the depicted embodiment, sample
container 202 includes a first closed end 230 and second
open end 232. Cylindrical inner surface 234 of sample
container 202 defines chamber 236 for receiving first fluid
238 therein. Sample container 202 is further defined by outer
surface 240 and by upper edge 242, which extends between
inner and outer surfaces 234 and 240, respectively, and
which defines opening 244 in open end 232. Opening 244
allows for fluid communication between the interior of
chamber 236 of sample container 202 and the various
transfer mechanisms heretofore described.
Referring to FIGS. 22a-22b, a first embodiment of an
adapter for generating a non-concave-shaped meniscus from
first fluid 238 provided within chamber 236 of sample
container 202 is generally designated by the reference
number 250. Adapter 250 is generally tubular and is defined
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by a generally hydrophobic inner surface 252 and an outer
surface 254. Adaptor 250 has an outer diameter generally
equal to the diameter of chamber 236 of sample container
202. Adapter 250 further includes lower edge 256 and upper
edge 258 having lip 260 extending radially outward therefrom. Lip 260 includes a lower surface 262 adapted for
engagement with upper edge 242 of sample container 202.
In operation, adaptor 250 is inserted into opening 244 in
open end 232 of sample container 202 such that outer
surface 254 of adaptor 250 forms a mating relationship with
inner surface 234 of sample container 202 so as to prevent
first fluid 238 from flowing therebetween and such that
lower surface 262 of lip 260 engages upper edge 242 of
sample container 202, FIG. 22b. With adaptor 250 positioned as described, the hydrophobic nature of inner surface
252 of adaptor 250 causes first fluid 238 provided in
chamber 236 of sample container 202 to have a nonconcave-shaped meniscus. The non-concave-shaped meniscus of first fluid 238 in chamber 236 of sample container 202
causes target bound solid phase substrate 54 to cluster at the
apex thereof as target bound solid phase substrate 54 are
magnetically drawn from first fluid 238 to a corresponding
transfer mechanism, as heretofore described.
Referring to FIGS. 23a-23b, a further embodiment of an
adapter for generating a non-concave-shaped meniscus from
first fluid 238 provided within chamber 236 of sample
container 202 is generally designated by the reference
number 270. Adapter 270 extends along an axis and is
defined by a cylindrical outer surface 272, upper surface 274
and lower surface 276. Adaptor 270 has an outer diameter
generally equal to the diameter of chamber 236 of sample
container 202. Upper edge 278 of outer surface 274 includes
lip 280 extending radially outward therefrom. Lip 280
includes a lower surface 282 adapted for engagement with
upper edge 242 of sample container 202. Upper surface 27 4
of adaptor 270 includes recess 284 provided therein and
adapted for receiving one of the transfer mechanisms heretofore described. Recess 284 is partially defined by recessed
surface 286 which is generally parallel to upper surface 274
of adaptor 270. Similarly, lower surface 276 of adaptor 270
includes recess 288 provided therein. Recess 288 is partially
defined by recessed surface 290 which is generally parallel
to recessed surface 286 and to upper surface 274 of adaptor
270. Orifice 292 extends between recessed surface 290 and
recessed surface 286.
In operation, adaptor 270 is inserted into opening 244 in
open end 232 of sample container 202 such that outer
surface 272 of adaptor 270 forms a mating relationship with
inner surface 234 of sample container 202 so as to prevent
first fluid 238 from flowing therebetween and such that
lower surface 282 of lip 280 engages upper edge 242 of
sample container 202, FIG. 23b. With adaptor 270 positioned as described, adapter 270 displaces first fluid 238 in
chamber 236 of sample container 202 such that first fluid
238 flows through orifice 292 and forms drop 294 having a
non-concave-shaped meniscus. The non-concave-shaped
meniscus of drop 294 causes target bound solid phase
substrate 54 to cluster at the apex thereof as target bound
solid phase substrate 54 are magnetically drawn from first
fluid 238 (and hence, drop 294) to a corresponding transfer
mechanism, as heretofore described.
Referring to FIG. 24, a still further embodiment of an
adapter for generating a non-concave-shaped meniscus from
first fluid 238 provided within chamber 236 of sample
container 202 is generally designated by the reference
number 300. Adapter 300 extends along an axis and is
defined by a cylindrical outer surface 302, upper surface 304

and lower surface 306. Adaptor 300 has an outer diameter
generally equal to the diameter of chamber 236 of sample
container 202. Upper edge 308 of outer surface 302 includes
lip 310 extending radially outward therefrom. Lip 310
includes a lower surface 312 adapted for engagement with
upper edge 242 of sample container 202. Upper surface 304
of adaptor 300 includes recess 314 provided therein and
adapted for receiving one of the transfer mechanisms heretofore described. Recess 314 is partially defined by recessed
surface 316 which is generally parallel to upper surface 304
of adaptor 300. Similarly, lower surface 306 of adaptor 300
includes a tapered or generally conical-shaped recess 318
provided therein. Recess 318 includes an upper end 320
which communicates with recessed surface 316 by orifice
322.
In operation, adaptor 300 is inserted into opening 244 in
open end 232 of sample container 202 such that outer
surface 302 of adaptor 300 forms a mating relationship with
inner surface 234 of sample container 202 so as to prevent
first fluid 238 from flowing therebetween and such that
lower surface 312 of lip 310 engages upper edge 242 of
sample container 202. With adaptor 300 positioned as
described, adapter 300 displaces first fluid 238 in chamber
236 of sample container 202 such that first fluid 238 flows
into recess 318 and through orifice 322 to forms drop 324
having a non-concave-shaped meniscus on recessed surface
316. It is intended that the conical shape of recess 318 to
prevent air bubbles or target bound solid phase substrate 54
from getting trapped under adaptor 300. The non-concaveshaped meniscus of drop 324 causes target bound solid
phase substrate 54 to cluster at the apex thereof as target
bound solid phase substrate 54 are magnetically drawn from
first fluid 238 (and hence, drop 324) to a corresponding
transfer mechanism, as heretofore described.
Referring to FIGS. 25a-25b, a still further embodiment of
an adapter for generating a non-concave-shaped meniscus
from first fluid 238 provided within chamber 236 of sample
container 202 is generally designated by the reference
number 330. Adapter 330 extends along an axis and is
defined by a cylindrical outer surface 332, upper surface 334
and lower surface 336. Adaptor 330 has an outer diameter
generally equal to the diameter of chamber 236 of sample
container 202. Upper edge 338 of outer surface 332 includes
lip 340 extending radially outward therefrom. Lip 340
includes a lower surface 342 adapted for engagement with
upper edge 242 of sample container 202. Upper surface 334
of adaptor 330 includes beveled or conical-shaped recess
344 provided therein and adapted for communicating with
one of the transfer mechanisms heretofore described. Lower
end 346 of recess 344 communicates with upper end 348 of
a tapered or generally conical-shaped recess 350 in lower
surface 336 via orifice 352 extending therebetween.
In operation, adaptor 330 is inserted into opening 244 in
open end 232 of sample container 202 such that outer
surface 332 of adaptor 330 forms a mating relationship with
inner surface 234 of sample container 202 so as to prevent
first fluid 238 from flowing therebetween and such that
lower surface 342 of lip 340 engages upper edge 242 of
sample container 202. With adaptor 330 positioned as
described, adapter 330 displaces first fluid 238 in chamber
236 of sample container 202 such that first fluid 238 flows
into recess 350, through orifice 322 and into recess 344. The
conical shape of recess 344 causes first fluid 238 therein to
have a non-concave-shaped meniscus. It can be appreciated
that due to the conical shape of recess 344, first fluid 238 will
maintains its non-concave-shaped meniscus, as depicted by
dotted lines 352 and 354, over a range of volumes of first
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fluid 238 therein, FIG. 25b. Further, it is intended that the
conical shape of recess 350 prevent air bubbles from getting
trapped under adaptor 330. The non-concave-shaped meniscus of first fluid 238 causes target bound solid phase
substrate 54 to cluster at the apex thereof as target bound
solid phase substrate 54 are magnetically drawn from first
fluid 238 to a corresponding transfer mechanism, as heretofore described.
Referring to FIGS. 26-28, it is further contemplated to
provided an intermediate fluid layer between a convexshaped meniscus of the first fluid (e.g. drop 56 or a drop
formed from the first fluid 238 in sample container 202, as
heretofore described) and a selected one of the various
transfer mechanisms heretofore described (e.g. in air gap
78). More specifically, an intermediate fluid layer in accordance with the present invention is generally designated by
the reference numeral 370. Layer 370 includes upper and
lower surfaces 372 and 374, respectively, which are generally planar and parallel to each other. Passage 376 extends
along an axis between the upper and lower surfaces 372 and
374, respectively. Channel 378 extends along upper surface
372 of layer 370 and communicates with passage 376.
In operation, it is contemplated to fill passage 376 with
desired fluid 384 such as a wash or an intermediate fluid to
~t~in or otherwise prepare the target for analysis. Initially, it
1s mtend for upper meniscus 380 and lower meniscus 382 of
fluid 384 to be generally concave. Layer 370 is positioned
such that passage 376 is axially aligned with a convexshaped meniscus 386 of the first fluid (e.g. drop 56). Magnet
76 may be used to draw target bound solid phase substrate
54 from drop 56, through air gap 78 and into fluid 384 in
passage 376. As best seen in FIG. 27, concave upper
meniscus 380 of first fluid 384 causes target bound solid
phase substrate 54 to spread to outer peripheral edges of
concave upper meniscus 380 of fluid 384 in passage 376,
thereby preventing target bound solid phase substrate 54
from exiting passage 376.
In order to transfer target bound solid phase substrate 54
to one of the various transfer mechanisms heretofore
described, it is necessary to convert the configuration of
upper meniscus 380 of fluid 384 from concave to convex. As
such, additional fluid is directed into passage 376 via channel 378 in any conventional manner, FIG. 28. As the volume
of fluid 384 in passage 376 increases, the configuration of
the upper meniscus change from concave to convex. Once
upper meniscus 380 of fluid 384 in passage 376 oflayer 370
become convex, target bound solid phase substrate 54 cluster at the apex thereof. As a result, target bound solid phase
substrate 54 may be magnetically drawn from fluid 384 to a
corresponding transfer mechanism, as heretofore described.
It can be appreciated that the above descriptions of
devices are merely exemplary of the present invention.
Various modes of carrying out the invention are contemplated as being within the scope of the following claims

particularly pointing out and distinctly claiming the subject
matter, which is regarded as the invention.
We claim:
1. A method for transferring a target from a first fluid at
a first location to a second location, the target being bound
to a solid phase substrate to form a target bound solid phase
substrate, comprising:
forming a non-concave meniscus with the first fluid·
providing a transfer device with a lower transfer sur'face
and an upper surface;
positioning a transfer region of the lower transfer surface
of the transfer device in axial alignment with and in
spaced relation to the non-concave meniscus so as to
provide a non-liquid air gap therebetween;
generating a force adjacent to the upper surface of the
transfer device that is sufficient to attract the target
bound solid phase substrate toward the transfer region·
drawing the target bound solid phase substrate from th~
first fluid, through the non-liquid air gap, and to the
transfer region of the transfer device with the force·
maintaining the target bound solid phase substrate adjacent to the transfer region of the transfer device with the
force;
aligning the transfer region with the second location,
spaced from the first location;
reducing the force on the target bound solid phase substrate such that the force is insufficient to maintain the
target bound solid phase substrate adjacent to the
transfer region of the transfer device so as to release the
target bound solid phase substrate from the transfer
region of the transfer device and allow the target bound
solid phase substrate to pass to the second location.
2. The method of claim 1 wherein the step of forming the
non-concave meniscus with the first fluid includes the additional steps of:
depositing the first fluid in a sample container; and
inserting an insert into the sample container, the insert
causing the first fluid in the sample container to have
the non-concave meniscus.
3. The method of claim 1 wherein the step of forming the
non-concave meniscus with the first fluid includes the additional step of depositing the first fluid in a sample container
having a hydrophobic inner surface, the hydrophobic inner
surface causing the first fluid in the sample container to have
the non-concave meniscus.
4. The method of claim 1 comprising the additional steps
of:
positioning an intermediate fluid between the first fluid
and the transfer region; and
passing the target bound solid phase substrate through the
intermediate fluid as the target bound solid phase
substrate are drawn from the first fluid to the transfer
region.
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